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Editorial
The theme of this issue of Spirit Matters is Death, a somewhat sombre subject, but
one that is worthy of contemplation for those of us who choose to tread a spiritual
path.
From a Christian perspective, the sacred scriptures serve “to give light to those who sit
in darkness and in the shadow of death, to guide our feet into the way of peace.” (Luke 1:79)
Hazrat Inayat Khan states: “the Sufi, therefore, practices the process by which he is able to
touch that part of life in himself which is not subject to death; and by finding that part of life he
naturally begins to feel the certainty of life.”
Sogyal Rinpoche in The Tibetan Book of Living and Dying suggests that “Death is a
mirror in which the entire meaning of life is reflected.”
Nawab’s inspiring post (of which there are many!) from February, Praying for the Departed
from The Inner Call https://innercall.towardthe1.com/praying-for-the-departed is on
page 15. Nuria has very kindly contributed The Search for Eternal Life on page 6, and
Karim has written a series of essays entitled Topographies which can be found online on
Karim’s blog https://tracksinapathlessland.home.blog and the first essay Topographies 1:
The Soul’s Journey Through Life is presented in this issue on page 17. I’ve included quotes
on the subject of death from Hazrat Inayat Khan and the great religious traditions in
the hope that they will prove to be inspiring, and will perhaps provide some comfort in
these unsettled and troubled times.
This year we are celebrating a modest milestone of twenty five years of publishing
our humble journal. I hope that you find this issue interesting and thoughtprovoking.

Yaqin
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Beloved Sisters and Brothers
Autumn 2021
These last three months have flown, and I don’t feel that we have had a proper summer
yet. In a way, I have continued in a state of semi/real lockdown, with only Christmas
festivities breaking the monotony. Even then, the festivities spread over into January, but
I enjoyed meeting with people again.
My book project is finished, so now just waiting to see if the publisher accepts it! This is
strange for me – nothing left to think about and ponder! But so much more to achieve
at an inner level! Ya Sabur!
Covid-19 is still with us but in a new form – it has adapted, and so must we. Here in
Australia, it has not been too bad, but it has been disastrous and heartbreaking in other
countries. Everyone seems to know someone who has had the virus or died from it
overseas. Death is sitting on our shoulder, reminding us that none can escape.

This is the story of Gilgamesh that I have been working with. ‘All men must die’,
Gilgamesh was told, but he was also told to make the most of life, fulfil his purpose eat, sing, dance, love, and care for his children. This advice was not enough for
Gilgamesh, who was mourning the death of his beloved. For this reason, he went on a
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long journey to find ‘eternal life’. We are on this same journey. But in truth, there is no
death.
Many years ago, I took part in a workshop on death – my own death. At that time,
being young, I had never considered this. I believed I would live forever. What I
remember from that workshop is the idea of living with ‘death’ perched on our left
shoulder. We were to dialogue with death. When we consider everything we do from the
perspective of our death, it gives life an altogether different perspective. I remember my
mother telling me when I was stressed – ‘Will you remember this on your deathbed?’ I
stopped stressing about a lot of things that did not matter when thinking about this.
Therefore, it is appropriate that Pir Nawab chose this topic for the serai, and it has
given me much food for thought. One of the questions to ponder was:
Death, whom do you serve?
- I serve the godly, and when he returns home, I carry his baggage.
My immediate reaction was – I do not want to take any of my baggage to the other
realm. Baggage for me means carrying unwanted burdens – a hangover from therapy!
But when I thought about Murshid, I realised that he travelled such a lot – he journeyed
by ship from India to America and made many journeys after that too. He would have
had baggage – everything he needed for his journey – the precious things of his life. Do
we take this with us when we die? I always thought that I would pass to the other realm
unencumbered, but then I realise that, of course, I take with me everything that I have
learned and know. I need this ‘over there’, and it is death that carries it for me. I love
this idea/image.
In the story of Gilgamesh, he realised in the end that there is no death, only a transition
into another realm. The body dies, but the soul has no birth, no death, no beginning, no
end. In Indigenous culture, the first law states that ‘energy cannot be created nor
destroyed. This is also the first law of thermodynamics! Thus the energy of our being,
our soul if you like, continues forever. It is outside of time and space.
In the serai we were asked to dialogue with death, but I could not do that. But I could
have a conversation with life, with Murshid and with God. What more do I need?
This inner work is powerful and profound. We are blessed to be on this journey
together and to have our teachers.
Thank you, Nawab!
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The Search for Eternal Life
by Nuria
In preparation for the serai on Life and Death, there is a dialogue with death taken from
the Vada Tanas. It encouraged us to look at what death really is. The truth is that death
as such does not exist – it is an illusion born out of ignorance.
In the Gayan Suras:Verily, the soul has no birth,
no death, no beginning, no end.
Sin cannot touch it,
nor can virtue exalt it;
it has always been and always will be, and all else is its cover
like a globe over the Light.

The soul is outside of the manifestation (time and space) – it is consciousness,
intelligence and love – it could be called God. It is consciousness which links us all and
makes us part of the One. Death does not exist. Energy cannot be created or destroyed
– that is the first law. When the body dies, the soul goes on into that other realm. The
body is like an old overcoat or a globe over the light that is cast-off when the time of
physical death has come. The soul then returns to the source – this is the marriage with
the Beloved that Sufis talk about.
‘The uncovering of the soul is the discovering of God’. For the mystic, intelligence is
the primal element – it is the cause as well as the effect. ‘How can intelligence create this
dense earth which is matter? There must be energy behind it’. But this question comes
because we separate intelligence from energy or matter. In point of fact, it is spirit
which is matter, and matter which is spirit; the denseness of spirit is matter, and the
fineness of matter is spirit. Intelligence becomes intelligible by turning into denseness;
that denseness being manifest to its own view creates two objects: the self (zat) and
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what is known by the self (sifat). And then comes of necessity a third object, the medium
by which the self knows what it knows: nazar, the sight or the mind. It is these three
aspects of life that are the root of the idea of the trinity. The moment these three are
realised as one, life’s purpose is fulfilled.1 Perhaps nazar can be understood as
consciousness. Sometimes we talk of the Sufi trinity as being love, lover and beloved.
The Sufi poets have pictured these three in their verse as the garden, the spring, and the
nightingale.2
In the Epic of Gilgamesh, the hero goes in search of eternal life after his beloved Enkidu’s
death. His journey takes him from the denseness of the earth to higher and higher, finer
and finer realms. He finds teachers who embody the Spirit of Guidance – and they
instruct him as to how he should live his life. Again and again, he is told that ‘All men
must die!’ and that he must live life to its fullest, fulfil his purpose, eat, sing, dance, drink
and be merry, love, have a family, and bring up his children with love. But this is not
enough for him. He knows there is more! After many experiences and initiations, he

finally finds a magical plant, like a rose with thorns, in the depths of the ocean.
The symbolism of this is profound – we must dive into the depths of (the ocean of)
consciousness to discover eternal life, but this plant is beautiful and yet has thorns that
protect it. Both the flower and the thorns must be grabbed and held in our hands to be
brought up into life. They represent life itself. When he brings the plant up into life, the
great serpent grabs it and carries it back down into the ocean where it belongs. The
serpent represents life and rebirth – when it sheds its skin, it is like leaving its body
behind and continuing on. We are told in Sufism that our task here on earth is to
complete ourselves.
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Llewellyn Vaughan-Lee writes about his experience of this as waking up on the plane
of the Self. He tells of wakening up into this completely different dimension – a
dimension of love, of light, of oneness, of a completely different state of
consciousness. He talks of the soul coming into incarnation with a purpose, with an
imprint, the destiny of the soul.
To live out our highest destiny sometimes happens during life, and sometimes this
happens at the moment of death. Vaughan-Lee tells of sitting with a friend in hospital
just before she passed away. They sat together, and he prayed with her. Suddenly her
eyes filled with light and she saw the light to which she was going, and there was a big
smile on her face. Her whole face lit up, and he knew that she was free to go on. She
had fulfilled her spiritual destiny in her life, which has to do with spiritual evolution.
She had completed her purpose in life.3

It is important to know and experience the other realm while we are in this life so that
when the body dies, the soul can leave its prison. An ancient legend tells how the angels
sang at the command of God to induce the unwilling soul to enter the body of Adam –
the first man. The soul, intoxicated by the song of the angels, entered the body, which it
regarded as a prison.4 Our practices take us to these realms, especially zikar – both the
words and the music.
Mysticism is the experience of unity with the Divine and the other realms of being.
By concentration, meditation, and practice, we/the soul learns to be free in these realms.
We get to be familiar with ‘Death’, have conversations with ‘Death’ and trust ‘Death’.
We are born with a destiny or purpose – it is up to us to follow this as best we can.
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The soul aspires to attract the right environment to live out the destiny of the soul.
Irina Tweedie wrote that we do not have free will, or if we have, it is only whether to
follow our destiny or not. In looking back over my life, I can only agree with this – I
followed a path, but I did not know where it was leading me. Every experience, both
bad and good, that I have had has been for a purpose. This is exciting.
‘There is a saying in the Qur’an ‘We will show them Our signs on the horizons and
within ourselves.’ And you learn to recognise the signs, you learn to watch, to listen.
What is Life? I can only talk as a Sufi, and for a Sufi, life is a love affair.’5
My thanks to Bhakti for once again putting this conversation with Llewellyn VaughanLee my way just when I needed it!
1 Hazrat

Inayat Khan. Vol 1 The Way of Illumination. The Soul Whence and Whither. P163

2 Ibid
3 Part

of an Ancient Story: A conversation with Llewellyn Vaughan-Lee, published in Parabola November 15 2015.
Inayat Khan. The Mysticism of Sound and Music. Shambala Dragon Editions Boston London 1996
5 Part of an Ancient Story: A conversation with Llewellyn Vaughan-Lee, published in Parabola November 15 2015.
4 Hazrat
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Readings on the topic ‘Death’:
We read from the Hindu scripture:
Some realize the Self within them through the practice of meditation, some by the path
of wisdom, and others by selfless service. Others may not know these paths; but
hearing and following the instructions of an illumined teacher, they too go beyond
death.
We offer to the omniscient God, our reverence, our homage and our gratitude, for the Light of Divine Wisdom.

We read from the Buddhist scripture:
It is better to spend one day contemplating the birth and death of all things than a
hundred years never contemplating beginnings and endings. Even death is not to be
feared by one who has lived wisely.
We offer to the omniscient God, our reverence, our homage and our gratitude, for the Light of Divine Compassion.

We read from the Zoroastrian scripture:
Death levels everybody, whether he dies as a king on the throne or as a poor man
without a bed on the ground.
We offer to the omniscient God, our reverence, our homage and our gratitude, for the Light of Divine Purity.

We read from the Jewish scripture:
All go to one place: all are from the dust and all turn to dust again.
We offer to the omniscient God, our reverence, our homage and our gratitude, for the Light of Divine Law.

We read from the Christian scripture:
In the way of righteousness is life, and in its pathway there is no death.
We offer to the omniscient God, our reverence, our homage and our gratitude, for the Light of Divine Self Sacrifice.

We read from the Quran:
Every person has to taste death, then to Us you are to be returned.
We offer to the omniscient God, our reverence, our homage and our gratitude, for the Light of Divine Unity.
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We read from the Gayan:
Death takes away the weariness of life, and the soul begins life anew.
Death is a sleep from which the soul awakes in the hereafter.
Death is the crucifixion after which follows the resurrection.
Death is the night after which the day begins.
It is death which dies, not life.
The life everlasting is hidden in the heart of death.
We offer to the omniscient God, our reverence, our homage and our gratitude, for the Light of Divine Truth.
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Die Before Death
by Hazrat Inayat Khan

There is a symbolical picture known in the philosophical world of China that
represents a sage with one shoe in his hand and one on his foot. It signifies the
hereafter, that the change that death brings is to a wise man only the taking off of one
shoe. The body of the philosopher in the picture represents his soul, or his person. The
one shoe still on his foot represents his mind, which exists after death. And the
withdrawal of the soul from the body is like taking one foot out of the shoe. For the
mystic, therefore, the physical body is something he can easily dispense with, and to
arrive at this realization is the object of wisdom. When by philosophical understanding
of life, he begins to realize his soul, then he begins to stand, so to speak, on his own
feet. He is then himself and the body is to him only a cover.
The teaching of the Prophet is to die before death, which means to realize in one's
lifetime what death means. This realization takes away all the fear there is. By the
symbol of the shoe is shown also the nothingness of the material existence, or the
smallness of the physical being, in comparison with the greatness of the soul, or the
spirit. Hafiz says, in Persian verse, 'Those who realize Thee are kings in life,' which
means that the true kingdom of life is the realization of the soul. The idea that one
must wait until one's turn will come after many incarnations keeps one far away from
the desired goal. The man who is impatient to arrive at spiritual realization is to be
envied. As Omar Khayyam says, 'Tomorrow? Why, tomorrow I may be myself with
yesterday's seven thousand years.' He means by this, 'Don't bother about the past, don't
trouble about the future, but accomplish all you can just now.' Life has taken time
enough to develop gradually from mineral to vegetable, from vegetable to animal, and
from animal to man, and after becoming man, delay is not necessary. It is true that the
whole lifetime is not sufficient for one to become what one wishes to be. Still nothing
is impossible, since the soul of man is from the spirit of God; and if God can do all
things why cannot man do something?
Excerpt from Volume XIII - The Gathas, Part III, Nakshi Bandi: Symbology, Gatha II
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Memories of Hazrat Inayat Khan
contributed by Nuria
Many years ago Safa gave me a small booklet of Memories of Hazrat Inayat, first
published in 1930, only three years after his death. It was written by one of his devoted
mureeds, Murshida Sainsbury-Green. There are some stories that she tells of her time
with Murshid that I find very moving, so I would like to share one with you as it has
the theme of life and death behind it. She speaks of herself as his disciple, and she
writes in what would now be considered flowery language. This journey must have
happened after the end of the terrible trench battles of the First World War.

She describes the scene of a train journey with Murshid:
‘ during the brief years in which He lived in the Western world, the Master travelled
unceasingly, bearing the seed of the message to the lands in which it must be sown.
The journey is from Holland to Paris, and the way taken is through part of the country,
then known as the Devastated Area. The train is approaching Mons, that name which
no English heart can hear without the tremor of an anguished pride and pain, that spot
sacred through all future generations as the Calvary of an unspoilt youth of a nation.
The Master feels the quickened pulse of the disciple’s heart, and with His unfailing
response to need, He answers it. Turning to another pupil, who is not of the English
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nation, He asks to be left alone with the disciple; and, when the door into the corridor
is shut, He looks steadily out of the window for a moment or two, and then closes His
eyes.

The disciple followed his example; and then with His power staying and supporting
through endless vistas and red hot mists of agony and pain, sees as it was – The War.
No words can paint those scenes – though many pens have tried; seen as it is now by
the disciple in one complete whole (and not, as by those who took part in it, in separate
sections and fractions of sections), to see the War is to see into the cauldron of Hell
itself – a cauldron from which arise, as from some vast abyss in the bowels of the earth
on which we live, the fumes of a poison deadlier than death, brewed from the lusts and
hates of men. Red skies and murky clouds of pitch, the stench of dissolution and
decay, the foulness of the tainted air and breath of human life; all this and more have
many seen, and hold it in the quiet days of peace; but not to them might it be given to
see the pictures that God saw and lived, lived as we men have marvelled He could do,
unmoved and silent while as Age passed out beneath His feet. Not theirs to see the life
that leapt immortal from the festering clay, not theirs to note the white souls trooping
up to God. The soldiers saw the angel hosts at Mons, for once the enshrouding horror
broke and let them through; but only once the glory flamed from out the Pit, and all
the time those heavenly forms were there, and pain was drenched with dew from out
their hearts, and dim eyes glazing saw their light and close to wake with God.
The vision fades, -----'
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Praying for the Departed
posted on 11 February 2021by Nawab Pasnak, The Inner Call
https://innercall.towardthe1.com/praying-for-the-departed

We recently celebrated Visalat Day, the 5th of February, the day on which Hazrat Inayat
Khan left this world, and amongst Sufis this moment of transition is sometimes called
‘the wedding,’ because the soul of the saint goes joyfully to the home of the Beloved.
Therefore an Urs is considered an occasion to give thanks and to celebrate.
In contrast, every religious tradition prescribes prayers for the souls of the departed,
asking that they be guided, protected, healed and forgiven their errors and
shortcomings. This brought a question from one friend, who asked, “Why do we say
those prayers, if the soul is going home?”
The brief answer is that it depends upon our condition as we leave this physical life. To
the awakened soul, who knows from inner experience from just where we have come
and to where we shall all return, physical death could be said to be no more than the
dropping of a worn-out garment. As Mevlana Rumi, speaking from a great height of
understanding, said, “When was I ever less by dying?”
To someone without this knowledge, though – meaning not concepts and booklearning, but the recognition of Truth that erases all our assumptions about ‘me’ – the
passage out of this physical world can be frightening and confronting. As the veils of
illusion to which we have clung fall away, it can be a shock to see the record of our life :
the false attachments, the deceptions of others and of ourselves, the neglected gifts, and
all the rest of it. A child may build a sand-castle on the beach, but when the tide comes
in, all the construction is erased. Then there may be tears. At that moment the prayers
of those still on earth can be helpful, giving an atmosphere of comfort and love, and
guiding the spirit to turn in the right direction.
Because of the pandemic, many around the world are having to face the unexpected
passing of friends and loved ones, who are frequently dying in isolation, without the
comfort of known faces accompanying them as far as possible in their journey.
Therefore, it might be useful to keep in mind this prayer for the dead, taken from the
Universal Worship service for the departed:
O Thou, the Cause and Effect of the whole Universe,
the Source from whence we have come
and the Goal toward which all are bound:
receive this soul who is coming to Thee into Thy parental arms.
May Thy forgiving Glance heal his heart.
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Lift him from the denseness of the earth,
surround him with the Light of Thine own Spirit.
Raise him up to Heaven, which is his true dwelling place.
We pray Thee grant him the blessing of Thy most exalted Presence.
May his life upon earth become as a dream to his waking soul,
and let his thirsting eyes behold the glorious Vision of Thy Sunshine.
Amen.

“I Heard God Laughing, Renderings of Hafiz”
translated by Daniel Ladinsky
A Divine Invitation
You have been invited to meet
the Friend.
No one can resist a Divine invitation.
That narrows down all our choices
to just two:
We can come to God
dressed for dancing
or
be carried on a stretcher
to God’s ward
I am Determined
One regret, dear world,
that I am determined not to have
when I am lying on my deathbed
is that
I did not kiss you enough
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Topographies 1
(Stories and Metaphors on the Path of Return)
by Karim

It begins perhaps, with a story, a poem, written in the dark flickering light of a fire in
the red sand country of remote outback Central Australia, part of my personal way of
walking on this path, even before I could fully articulate what it meant to thus journey.
When I lived with tribal people in parts of the remote desert country, I would often
witness people in small groups talking. Every now and then, one of them would wipe
the red sand flat with their forearm and then begin to draw symbols, circles within
circles, lines and dots; all made with deft movements of gnarled fingers and use these
symbols to illustrate some point. Supposedly pre-literate people, they yet had a variety
of symbols to speak the truth of something they wished to convey more strongly than
mere words could. Having made their point, like the Tibetan mandala makers, they
scuffed them out of existence afterwards.
One night after a day spent walking and climbing in the hills west of Ti Tree, in central
Australia, I lit a small fire and sat and watched the darkness hide the land. Overhead a
carpet of stars was laid. I found myself composing a poem to memorialise this special
time, but there was one problem. I had no means of capturing it – no pen, no paper.
Wishing to hold it for some time, I cleared the sand in front of me with a few strokes
of my arm, just as I had seen the Indigenous people do previously, and began to write
in the red earth. Once done I could re-read the lines I had thus put down. They went
like this:
A Place
The dreams of yesterday sit by my fire tonight
Casting long shadows in the yellow flame and the red ash
Methinks, this is how it was,
Back then,
When the Dreaming was young.
To lie back,
To allow oneself to be consumed by
The red earth,
To dissolve in the effulgence of heaven
Our Beings fragmenting
Amongst the myriad of stars.
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To be
As nothing.
There is a hole in the sky,
Beneath the Southern Cross
That is my place.
I feel myself sucked from my body
Drawn up into its blackness.
Something entered my soul out there tonight,
A presence,
A voice,
Old Man Aboriginal saying,
“This is not your place
This is not your country.
This is my Place!”
Kadaicha?
Custodian?
Is this how it feels to be Aboriginal?
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Later, perhaps days or months, I can’t recall now, I went back to that same place, to see
if I could rekindle what had taken place there. Another poem tells what happened.
Old Man Kadaicha
I came back Old Man
I came back as the yellow sky
Slipped away in the west,
And the stars took up their allotted stations.
I came back to see,
To test the fear.
You are not for me, Old Man Kadaicha
I must believe
And my mind resists your will
I came back to hear the red wind
Searching in the mulga,
Talking to the night
I came back to feel the red wind
Fanning the yellow flame and bright red ash
I came to lie back on the red earth,
To be,
But the stars had moved on
And me.
You were right Old Man
This is not my place.
On that first visit, without a pen and paper on which to write, my mandala, written in
the sand told me something of the yearning for a place to be, to rest, to claim. Such is
the lure of a place to stand and watch life itself unfold. A safe place. I realised the
temporality of what I had thus composed and recognised that the sand and the red
desert wind would soon consume, within its restless movement, what I had given birth
to there. Yet still I went back. Drawn by the etchings in memory, I revisited this place
of birth, but it, like me, had indeed moved on. All things have their time and place; just
as all things must release their grip.
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